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Text 1

Task 1. Read and translate the text. Pay special attention to the underlined words.

Antique Wood - the Good Stuff!

 

 

America has a good source of Antique Wood, especially 100+ year old Antique Heart Pine 

beams. When this country was settled years ago, vast acreages of virgin timber were cut and 

used to build the industrial might of America. At that time, wood was cheaper than steel and 

large industrial buildings were built up to 5 stored high with large beams and timbers. Now, 

many of these vintage buildings are coming down to make way for more modern designs.  

Many of these buildings are still in usable condition, but modern work patterns call for wider 

spans, and less obstructions in the work place, so these buildings built with this wonderful 

material are being deconstructed. Fortunately, this wood is being reclaimed into use in modern 

America, being put into beautiful flooring and mouldings and bringing a historic feel to new 

and existing homes.  The character  in  this  wood is  magnificent  and provides  a  wonderful 

legacy. Though these beams may look rough and cracked, there is some really beautiful wood 

on the inside, and we all know "it's what's inside that counts!" Right?

This wonderful material can be sold directly to you for your own processing, or take it from 

the raw form straight from the deconstruction site, denail it, and mill it to your specifications. 

This wood comes in all sizes and specialists know how to handle all forms of this wood. From 

big beams to decking timbers, they can resaw this special material into beautiful flooring, or 

take the timbers into trusses or other special projects.

 You can see from the picture above the different forms this wood can take.  



Task 2. Compile your own vocabulary to     the text.

Task 3. Explain the meaning of the proverb “It’s what’s inside that counts!”

Text 2

Task 1. Read and translate the text paying special attention to the underlined words. To 

what style does the text belong?

Flooring Blanks

Our specialties can re-saw Antique Heart Pine into Flooring Blanks. If you have the capability 

to plane and mould this material but do not have the time or the equipment to denail and resaw 

these big timbers, we will be glad to do this important part of the operation for you.

Call us to discuss our pricing for producing your flooring blanks. We can handle truckload 

quantities of this material and can resaw it for you in record time.

This material is very dense and can contain a lot of metal. Most shops shy away from the first 

stages of milling this material. We have the facilities available to handle it and a trained crew 

to take the metal out with as little damage to the material as possible.

Send your material to us and we will turn it into blanks to meet your specifications.
 

Text 3

Task 1. Read and translate the text paying special attention to the underlined 

words.

Other Antique Wood

Antique Oak is available from some mills in certain parts of the country, and this wood can 

also be made into some beautiful flooring, paneling, and furniture. Our favorite to work with 

is Antique Wormy Chestnut, a wonderful wood to mill that is sadly no longer available from 

America's forest. Only from deconstruction are we able to have access to this beautiful wood.

We can source these and other antique woods, including 100 year old cypress for you, and 

take these woods to your specs. We have experience retaining the patina on these woods, and 

can help you determine how much of this rich surface you want to remain, and how much 



milling you want to do on these woods. We are glad to take samples of the wood and do some 

preliminary milling to help you in the process of deciding what form you will be utilizing this 

valuable resource in your project.

Text 4

Task 1. Read and translate the text. Make your own vocabulary of the text.

A Short History of Metals.

By 

Alan W. Cramb 

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Carnegie Mellon University

Process Metallurgy is one of the oldest applied sciences. Its history can be traced back to 6000 BC. 

Admittedly, its form at that time was rudimentary, but, to gain a perspective in Process Metallurgy, 

it is worthwhile to spend a little time studying the initiation of mankind's association with metals. 

Currently there are 86 known metals. Before the 19th century only 24 of these metals had been 

discovered and, of these 24 metals, 12 were discovered in the 18th century. Therefore, from the 

discovery of the first metals - gold and copper until the end of the 17th century, some 7700 years, 

only 12 metals were known. Four of these metals, arsenic, antimony , zinc and bismuth , were 

discovered in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, while platinum was discovered in the 16th 

century. The other seven metals, known as the Metals of Antiquity, were the metals upon which 

civilisation was based. These seven metals were: (1) Gold 6000BC, (2) Copper  4200BC, (3) Silver 

4000BC, (4) Lead 3500BC, (5) Tin 1750BC, (6) Iron,smelted 1500BC, (7) Mercury 750BC. 

These metals were known to the Mesopotamians, Egyptians, Greeks and the Romans. Of the seven 

metals, five can be found in their native states, e.g., gold, silver, copper, iron (from meteors) and 

mercury. However, the occurrence of these metals was not abundant and the first two metals to 

be used widely were gold and copper. And, of course, the history of metals is closely linked to that 

of coins and gemstones 

Gold

Gold articles are found extensively in antiquity mainly as jewelry e.g. Bracelets, rings etc. Early 

gold artifacts are rarely pure and most contain significant silver contents. This led to the ancients 

naming another metal - electrum, which was an alloy of gold and silver, pale yellow and similar in 

http://neon.materials.cmu.edu/cramb
http://www.goldinstitute.org/history
http://www.jewelrysupplier.com/history_links.htm
http://rjohara.net/coins/history/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/timelines/britain/neo_metals.shtml
http://www.cmu.edu/
http://www.materials.cmu.edu/


color to amber. Therefore, early gold varied from pure through electrum to white gold. The symbol 

for gold is Au from the latin aurum meaning shining dawn. 

Stone age man learned to fashion gold into jewelry and ornaments, learning that it could be 

formed into sheets and wires easily. However, its malleability, which allows it to be formed into 

very thin sheet (0.000005 inches), ensures that it has no utilitarian value and early uses were only 

decorative. As gold is a noble metal, being virtually noncorrosive and tarnish free, it served this 

purpose admirably. 

Gold is widely dispersed through the earth's crust and is found in two types of deposits : lode 

deposits, which are found in solid rock and are mined using conventional mining techniques, and 

placer deposits which are gravelly deposits found in stream beds and are the products of eroding 

lode deposits. Since gold is found uncombined in nature, early goldsmiths would collect small 

nuggets of gold from stream beds etc., and then weld them together by hammering. 

Thus we find the first problem in process metallurgy : The metal deposit must be identified. In the 

case of the first metals color was the most important factor as it allowed the metal to be 

recognized in surrounding rock, stones, gravel and dirt (gangue) and separated. Clearly, after 

recognition, separation is next problem followed by concentration. These three steps are very 

important and the economics of these steps usually define whether it is viable to produce the 

metal from a set deposit. In the early days all three steps were carried out simultaneously. Gold is 

widely dispersed throughout the earths crust (0.005 ppm) at a very small level, therefore, it is very 

important to find naturally occurring concentrations. The scarcity of gold and its value, due to 

mankinds fascination with its color, have lead to gold being the one of the more important metals 

in daily life. 



Copper

The use of copper in antiquity is of more significance than gold as the first tools, implements and 

weapons were made from copper. From 4,000 to 6,000 BC was the Chalcolithic period which was 

when copper came into common use. The symbol for copper is Cu and comes from the latin 

cuprum meaning from the island of Cyprus. Initially copper was chipped into small pieces from the 

main mass. The small pieces were hammered and ground in a manner similar to the techniques 

used for bones and stones. However, when copper was hammered it became brittle and would 

easily break. The solution to this problem was to anneal the copper. This discovery was probably 

made when pieces were dropped in camp fires and then hammered. By 5,000 BC copper sheet was 

being made. 

By 3600 BC the first copper smelted artifacts were found in the Nile valley and copper rings, 

bracelets, chisels were found. By 3000 BC weapons, tools etc. were widely found. Tools and 

weapons of utilitarian value were now within society, however, only kings and royalty had such 

tools; it would take another 500 years before they reached the peasants. 

Malachite, a green friable stone, was the source of copper in the early smelters. Originally it was 

thought that the smelting of copper was by chance dropping of malachite into campfires. However, 

campfire temperatures are normally in the region of 600-650 C, whereas, 700-800 C is necessary 

for reduction. It is more probable that early copper smelting was discovered by ancient potters 

whose clay firing furnaces could reach temperatures of 1100-1200 C. If Malachite was added to 

these furnaces copper nodules would easily be found. Although the first smelted copper was found 

in the Nile valley, it is thought that this copper was brought to Egypt by the Gerzeans and copper 

smelting was produced first in Western Asia between 4000 and 4300 BC. 

Although copper can be found free in nature the most important sources are the minerals cuprite, 

malachite, azurite, chalcopyrite and bornite. Copper is reddish colored, malleable, ductile and a 

good conductor of heat and electricity. Approximately 90% 0f the worlds primary copper originates 

in sulfide ores. 

Lead

Lead is not found free in nature but Galena (lead sulfide) was used as an eye paint by the ancient 

Egyptians. Galena has a very metallic looking appearance and was, therefore, likely to attract the 

attention of early metalworkers. The production of metallic lead from its ore is relatively easy and 

could have been produced by reduction of Galena in a camp fire. The melting point of lead is 327 

http://pearl1.lanl.gov/periodic/elements/82.html
http://mineral.galleries.com/minerals/carbonat/malachit/malachit.htm
http://pearl1.lanl.gov/periodic/elements/29.html


C, therefore, it would easily flow to the lowest point in the fireplace and collect. At first lead was 

not used widely because it was too ductile and the first uses of lead were around 3500 B.C.. Lead's 

use as a container and conduit was important and lead pipes bearing the insignia of Roman 

emperors can still be found. Lead is highly malleable, ductile and noncorrosive making it an 

excellent piping material. Its symbol is Pb from the latin plumbum. 

The ability of lead to flow and collect at the bottom of the campfire is an important concept in 

process metallurgy as reduction reactions to be useful must cause a phase separation between the 

metal and the gangue. Also, the phase separation should also enable the metal to be cast into a 

desired shape once concentrated. 

Silver

Although silver was found freely in nature, its occurrence was rare. Silver is the most chemically 

active of the noble metals, is harder than gold but softer than copper. It ranks second in ductility 

and malleability to gold. It is normally stable in pure air and water but tarnishes when exposed to 

ozone, hydrogen sulfide or sulfur. Due to its softness, pure silver was used for ornaments, jewelry 

and as a measure of wealth. In a manner similar to gold, native silver can easily be formed. Silver's 

symbol is Ag from the latin argentum. 

Galena always contains a small amount of silver and it was found that if the lead was oxidized into 

a powdery ash a droplet of silver was left behind. Another development in this process was the 

discovery that if bone ash was added to the lead oxide, the lead oxide would be adsorbed and a 

large amount of material could be processed. By 2500 BC the cupellation process was the normal 

mode of silver manufacture. 

Tin

Smelted copper was rarely pure, in fact, it is clear that by 2500 BC the Sumerians had recognized 

that if different ores were blended together in the smelting process, a different type of copper, 

which flowed more easily, was stronger after forming and was easy to cast, could be made. An axe 

head from 2500 BC revealed that it contained 11% tin and 89% copper. This was of course the 

discovery of Bronze. However, by 2000 BC copper implements contained very little tin as local 

reserves of tin had been exhausted. The Sumerians were forced to travel to find the necessary 

ores. Bronze was a much more useful alloy than copper as farm implements and weapons could be 

made from it, however, it needed the discovery of tin to become the alloy of choice. 

http://pearl1.lanl.gov/periodic/elements/50.html
http://www.silverinstitute.org/facts/history.php


Native Tin is not found in nature. The first tin artifacts date back to 2000 B.C., however, it was not 

until 1800 B.C. that tin smelting became common in western Asia. Tin was reduced by charcoal and 

at first was thought to be a form of lead. The Romans referred to both tin and lead as plumbum 

where lead was plumbum nigrum and tin was plumbum candidum. Tin was rarely used on its own 

and was most commonly alloyed to copper to form bronze. The most common form of tin ore is 

the oxide casserite. By 1400 BC. bronze was the predominant metal alloy. Tin's symbol is Sn from 

the stannum. 

Tin is highly malleable and ductile and has two allotropic forms which lead to tin initially having its 

own disease (tin pest or blight) which was actually formation of alpha-tin below 13 C. As alpha-tin 

is a highly friable cubic structure with a greater specific volume than beta-tin, during the phase 

change, which is kinetically limited, nodules of alpha-tin become visible on the surface of beta-tin 

giving rise to early belief of sickness and the first true doctors of metallurgy. Tin is highly crystalline 

and during deformation is subject to mechanical twinning and an audible tin cry. Tin is also quite 

resistant to corrosion. 

Tin is found as vein tin or stream tin. The tin ore is stannic oxide and is generally found with quartz, 

feldspar or mica. The ore is a hard , heavy and inert substance and is generally found as 

outcroppings as softer impurities are washed away. 

Mercury

Mercury was also known to the ancients and has been found in tombs dating back to 1500 and 

1600 BC. Pliny, the Roman chronicler, outlined purification techniques by squeezing it through 

leather and also noted that it was poisonous. Mercury, also known as quicksilver, is the only metal 

which is liquid at room temperature. Although it can be found in its native state, it is more 

commonly found in such ores as calomel, livingstonite, corderite and its sulfide cinnabar. Extraction 

is most simply carried out by distillation as mercury compounds decompose at moderate 

temperatures and volatilize. 

Mercury was widely used because of its ability to dissolve silver and gold (amalgamation) and was 

the basis of many plating technologies. There is also indications that it was prized and perhaps 

worshipped by the Egyptians. In 315 B.C., Dioscorides mentions recovery of quicksilver (which he 

called hydrargyros, liquid silver) by distillation, stating " An iron bowl containing cinnabar is put  

into an earthenware container and sealed with clay. It is then set on a fire and the soot which sticks  

to the cover is quicksilver". Methods changed little until the 18th century. Mercury's symbol is Hg 

http://www.epa.gov/mercury/


from hydragyrum, liquid silver. 

Iron

Iron was available to the ancients in small amounts from meteors. This native iron is easily 

distinguishable because it contains 6-8% nickel. There is some indication that man-made iron was 

available as early as 2500 B.C., however, ironmaking did not become an everyday process until 

1200 BC. Hematite, an oxide of iron, was widely used by the ancients for beads and ornaments. It is 

also readily reduced by carbon. However, if reduced at temperatures below 700-800 C it is not 

suitable for forging and must be produced at temperatures above 1100 C. Wrought iron was the first 

form of iron known to man. The product of reaction was a spongy mass of iron intermixed with 

slag. This was then reheated and hammered to expel the slag and then forged into the desired shape. 

In the early days iron was 5 times more expensive then gold and its first uses were as ornaments. 

Iron weapons revolutionized warfare and iron implements did the same for farming. Iron and steel 

was the building block for civilization. Interestingly, an iron pillar dating to 400 A.D., remains 

standing today in Delhi, India. Corrosion to the pillar has been minimal a skill lost to current 

ironworkers. Iron is rarely found in its native state the only known sources being Greenland where 

the iron occurs as nodules in basalt that erupted through beds of coal and two very rare nickel-iron 

alloys. Iron's symbol is Fe from the latin ferrum. 

These seven metals: gold, silver, copper, lead, tin, mercury and iron, and the alloys bronze and 

electrum were the starting point of metallurgy and even in this simple, historic account we find 

some of the basic problems of process metallurgy. The problems are: 

The ores must be found, separated and sized before use. 

The ores must be reacted under a controlled temperature and gas atmosphere. 

The liquid metal must be collected and cast into a desired shape. 

The metal must be worked to achieve desired final properties and shape. 

Text 5.

Task 1. Read the text carefully. While reading work with the dictionary and write out of the 

text the unknown words.

Task 2. In the text write sentences of your own with the names of the metals (next page).

The Growth of Metallurgy

After the seven metals of antiquity: gold, silver, copper, mercury, tin , iron and lead, the next 

metal to be discovered was Arsenic in the 13th century by Albertus Magnus. Arsenicus (arsenious 

http://www.webelements.com/webelements/elements/text/Fe/key.html


oxide) when heated with twice its weight of soap became metallic. By 1641 arsenious oxide was 

being reduced by charcoal. Arsenic is steel gray, very brittle and crystalline; it tarnishes in air and 

when heated rapidly forms arsenious oxide with the odor of garlic. Arsenic compounds are 

poisonous. The symbol As is taken from the latin arsenicum. Arsenic was used in bronzing and 

improving the sphericity of shot. The most common mineral is Mispickel or Arsenopyrite (FeSAs) 

from which arsenic sublimes upon heating. 

The next metal to be isolated was antimony. Stibium or antimony sulphide was roasted in an iron 

pot to form antimony. Agricola reported this technique in 1560. Antimony whose name comes 

from the Greek "anti plus monos"- a metal not found alone, has as its symbol Sb from the latin 

stibium. It is an extremely brittle flaky metal. Antimony and its compounds are highly toxic. Initial 

uses were as an alloy for lead as it increased hardness. Stibnite is the most common ore. It was 

commonly roasted to form the oxide and reduced by carbon. 

By 1595,bismuth was produced by reduction of the oxide with carbon , however, it was not until 

1753 when bismuth was classified as an element. Zinc was known to the Chinese in 1400; however 

, it was not until 1738 , when William Champion patented the zinc distillation process, that zinc 

came into common use. Before Champion's process, zinc, which was imported from China, was 

known as Indian Tin or Pewter. A Chinese text from 1637 stated the method of production was to 

heat a mixture of calamine (zinc oxide) and charcoal in an earthenware pot . The zinc was 

recovered as an incrustation on the inside of the pot. In 1781 zinc was added to liquid copper to 

make brass. This method of brass manufacture soon became dominant. 

One other metal was discovered in the 1500's in Mexico by the Spaniards. This metal was 

platinum. Although not 100% pure, it was the first metal to be discovered and sourced from the 

"New World". The property which brought this metal to the prospectors attention was its lack of 

reactivity with known reagents. Early use of platinum was banned because it was used as a blank 

for coins which were subsequently gold coated, proving that the early metallurgists understood 

not only density but also economics. Although, platinum was known to the western world, it was 

not until the 1800's that platinum became widely used. 

Several other metals were isolated during the 1700's. These were Cobalt, Nickel, Manganese, 

Molybdenum, Tungsten, Tellurium, Beryllium , Chromium, Uranium, Zirconium and Yttrium . 

Only laboratory specimens were produced and all were reduced by carbon with the exception of 

tungsten which became the first metal to be reduced by hydrogen. 

Therefore, before 1800 there were 12 metals in common use: 



Gold 

Silver 

Copper 

Lead 

Mercury 

Iron 

Tin 

Platinum 

Antimony 

Bismuth 

Zinc 

Arsenic 

Before 1805 all metals were reduced by either carbon or hydrogen , however, the majority of the 

metals once smelted were not pure. Refining of gold, that is the separation of silver from gold, has 

a very old history. During the second millennium it is clear that an amalgamation process using 

molten lead was used to separate the metal from crushed quartz. The lead then being cupelled to 

separate the gold and the silver. Purification was then carried further (but not until the first 

millennium) by a cementing process where a mixture of the alloy was closely mixed with common 

salt.The silver reacted, formed a chloride which was soluble and easily rinsed off. The cementation 

process was used until about 1100 A.D. when other refining processes became popular. One 

method used sulphur addition to the molten bullion to form silver sulfide which was removed as 

"black" during gentle beating. Mineral acids were developed by the alchemists. Nitric acid was 

used to dissolve silver in the 1200's as a purification technique. By the end of the 15th century , 

Stibium (antimony sulfide) was also used in the cementation process. Generally, a mixture of salt, 

stibium and sulphur was heated with the gold foil. 

Gold plating of silver was very popular and in 1250 Bartholommeus Anglicus gave the following 

advice: 

"And when a plate of gold shall be melded with a plate of silver, or joined there to, it needed to  

beware namely of three things, of powder, of wind and of moisture: for if any hereof come  

between gold and silver, they may not be joined together, then one with another: and therefore it  

needed to meddle these two metals together in a full clean place and quiet and when they be  

joined in this manner, the joining is inseparable, so that they may not afterward be departed  



asunder," 

This advice is good today. Amalgamation processes were also popular. The gold was dissolved in 

mercury. The amalgam was coated onto the piece and then heated to drive off the mercury leaving 

a gold coated piece. Gold could also be removed by the reverse process (1567). 

Before 1807 all metals which had been separated, had been reduced by either carbon or hydrogen. 

The separation of other metals needed the invention of the galvanic cell. Sir Humphrey Davy used 

the generating pile developed by Volta and demonstrated that water could be decomposed into 

hydrogen and oxygen . Next he tried a solution containing potash and again gained hydrogen and 

oxygen. Then he tried a piece of moistened potash which produced at the negative electrode 

something that burned brightly. His next experiment was decisive, he placed the potash on an 

insulated platinum dish which was connected to the negative pole of the battery. He then 

connected the positive pole to the upper surface of the potash and produced small metallic 

globules. In this manner he produced potassium and sodium. 

The Swedish chemist , Berzelius, found that the metals contained in lime and baryta (barium oxide) 

could also be separated in this way. He used mercury as a cathode which caused the separated 

metals to dissolve in the mercury. After electrolysis the mercury was distilled away and Calcium 

and Barium were left behind. Later, Davy produced Strontium by the same technique. By allowing 

the manufacture of sodium and potassium Davy and Berzelius had opened the door to the 

reduction of many refractory materials. 

In 1817 Cadmium was discovered. Stroymeyer noted that zinc carbonate had a yellowish tinge not 

attributable to iron. Upon reduction he thought that the alloy contained two metals. The metals 

were separated by fractional distillation. At 800 C, as cadmium's boiling point is lower than zinc, 

the cadmium distilled first. 

In 1841 Charles Askin developed a method of separating cobalt and nickel when both metals are in 

solution. Using a quantity of bleaching powder he found that if the quantity of powder was small 

enough only cobalt oxide was precipitated and separated. The nickel could then be easily 

precipitated with lime and a source for pure cobalt and nickel was available. Pure cobalt oxide 

revolutionized the pottery industry as the blues were now available. 

Chromium although it had been produced by reduction with carbon was the first metal to be 

extensively produced using another metal (zinc). Wohler in 1859 melted chromium chloride under 

a fused salt layer and attracted the chromium with zinc. The resulting zinc chloride dissolved in the 

fused salt and chromium produced.In 1828, Wohler produced beryllium by reducing beryllium 

http://chem.ch.huji.ac.il/~eugeniik/history/davy.htm


chloride with potassium in a platinum crucible. 

Aluminium was first produced by Christian Oersted in 1825. However it was not until 20 years later 

that significant quantities were produced. Wohler fused anhydrous aluminum chloride with 

potassium to set free aluminum. Later Ste Claire Deville in 1854 put together a production process 

using sodium instead of potassium. 

The current from Galvanic cells were also used for electroplating. This was first practiced in the 

1830's when silver was deposited on base metals. After silver plating, copper and nickel plating 

was developed. In the middle of the 18th century it was found that metallic separation could be 

carried out by the application of galvanic electricity. The current was passed from an anode made 

of an impure , crude metal into a suitable electrolyte and the pure material plated out onto a 

resistant cathode. Impurities present in the crude cathode dropped to the bottom of the vessel 

and formed a sludge. 

From this short review of metallurgical developments it can be seen that as the early metallurgists 

became more sophisticated their ability to discover and separate all the metals grew. However in 

all of their work it was necessary for all the basic steps to be carried out e.g. the ore had to be 

identified, separated from gangue, sized, concentrated and reduced in a manner which 

accomplished a phase separation. 

METALS DISCOVERED IN 18TH CENTURY : 1735 Cobalt, 1751 Nickel, 1774 Manganese, 

1781 Molybdenum, 1782 Tellurium, 1783 Tungsten, 1789 Uranium, 1789 Zirconium, 1791 

Titanium, 1794 Yttrium, 1797 Berylium, 1797 Chromium .

METALS DISCOVERED IN 19TH CENTURY: 1801 Niobium, 1802 Tantalum, 1803 Iridium, 

Palladium, Rhodium , 1807 Potassium, Sodium, 1808 Boron, Barium, Calcium, Magnesium, 

Strontium, 1814 Cerium, 1817 Lithium, Cadmium, Selenium, 1823 Silicon, 1827 Aluminum, 1828 

Thorium, 1830 Vanadium, 1839 Lanthanum, 1843 Erbium, Terbium, 1844 Ruthenium, 1860 

Cesium, Rubidium, 1861 Thallium, 1863 Indium , 1875 Gallium, 1878-1885 Holmium, Thulium, 

Scandium, Samarium, Gadalinium,Praseodynium, Neodynium, Dysprosium, 1886 Germanium, 

1898 Polonium, Radium, 1899 Actinium. 

METALS DISCOVERED IN THE 20TH CENTURY: 1901 Europium, 1907 Lutetium, 1917 

Protactinium, 1923 Hafnium, 1924 Rhenium, 1937 Technetium, 1939 Francium, 1945 Promethium, 

1940-61Transuranium elements: Neptunium, Plutonium, Curium, Americum, Berkelium, 

Californium, Einsteinium, Fermium, Mendelevium, Nobelium, Lawrencium. 

Task 3. Be ready to tell a few facts about one of the metals.

http://www.world-aluminium.org/history/
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ask 4. Continue the sentences using information from the text:

1. By 1641…

2. Antimony whose name comes from the Greek…

3. In 1781…

4. Before 1805…

5. And when a plate of gold shall be melded with a plate of silver, or joined there to,…

6. Before 1807…

7. The Swedish chemist , Berzelius, found…

8. In 1817…

9. This was first practiced in the 1830's…

10. From this short review of metallurgical developments it can be seen that…

11. After silver plating,…

12. However in all of their work it was necessary…

Text 6.

Task 1. Read and translate the text without a dictionary.

Art metal processing



The Nizhny Novgorod region has always been famous for the traditions of metal processing. The 

ancient town of  Pavlovo on the bank of the Oka-river has become one of the centers of the 

blacksmith's work and knife handicraft. At the end of the 17th century there were about 50 smithies. 

Among the most famous crafts there was a weaponry one. E.g., in the Hermitage there are rifles 

with the inscription “Afanasy Ovsyannikov. The village of Pavlovo”. In the time of Peter the Great 

the majority of the masters at the Armory were from Pavlovo. Later the metal processing craft was 

developed in the production of the goods for practical purposes – knives, locks, scissors.

In the collection of Pavlovo Museum of Local Lore there are unique objects made by Pavlovo 

craftsmen: brightly polished place settings of English steel, decorated with exquisite engraving, 

knives for opening oysters, cheese knives, locks weighing from 0.7 gr to 50 kg; the locks were 

made in various forms: in the form of a cock, a clock, coat-of-arms, cars, etc. Among the modern 

exhibits there is an «invisible» knife and an “iron-shod” golden mechanical flea.

Pavlovo Plant of Metalwork JSC preserves the old traditions of metal processing. It is the Russian 

leader in production of place settings of stainless steel – spoons, forks, knives, samples for 

restaurants with artistic painting and chasing and golden covering. In December 2005 the plant 

celebrated its 115th anniversary.

The produce of the plant is characterized by elegance, fine finishing and practicality. The wide 

choice of the goods (about 150 items) of the plant and their high quality have been highly appraised 

by the customers. It is the plant where 35 percent of place setting manufactured in Russia are 

produced.

The age-long experience of metal processing kept in generations has been revived in the production 

of tourist and hunting knives and sabres. The forgotten craft of artistic forging has also been given 

its new birth at the plant. Elegant mantelplace settings, candlesticks, cornices, window bars, doors 

have become the fashionable attributes of modern interiors.

The artistic quests of the artists have influenced the production of metal works for the Orthodox 

church.



The artistic products of the plant have been numerously awarded prizes at Russian and international 

exhibitions and fairs. The success of the plant is based upon the low cost and high quality of its 

products.

The plant has its own museum where the visitor can get acquainted to the history of the enterprise, 

the secrets and traditions of metal processing. Those who are interested in the production process 

are offered tours around the shops and master-classes. For business tourists a conference hall and a 

canteen are available. Leaving the plant, do not forget to buy a souvenir to keep it as a memory of 

the “city of metal-workers”.

Pavlovo Technical School of Russian Art Craft is a successor of the historic traditions of Pavlovo 

craftsmen and masters of artistic processing of metals and alloys. It trains artists, producers of 

artistic metal works, tool-makers.

The delicate incarnation of the quality, taste and traditions of Pavlovo masters of artistic metal 

processing is the production of “Arkom” Ltd. – a company located in the town of Vorsma of 

Pavlovo district and founded in 1999.

Arkom Ltd. has inherited the age-running traditions of Vorsma and Pavlovo masters who 

specialized in producing cutlery, axes, plates made of high-quality stainless steel, knives of various 

purposes (hunters’ knives, flic knives made by usual technology as well as with handles decorated 

with silver and precious stones). The company offers stamping logos on leather and engraving on 

metal.

Being a young company, Arkom Ltd. has already occupied a place among the leaders in the field of 

producing souvenir sets (over 20 items) of different composition for outdoor recreation: tourists 

knives, flic knives as well as cups, flasks, crockery and cutlery, shampurs, etc.

Task 2. Answer the questions on the text:

1. What has the Nizhny Novgorod region been famous for?

2. Where were the masters of the Armory from at the times of Peter the Great?

3. What things of stainless steel are produced in Pavlovo?

4. What can visitors find in the Plant museum?

5. What specialties are taught at the Pavlovo Technical School of Russian Art Craft?

6. What can you say about the Arkom Ltd.?

7. Does the company produce souvenirs for outdoor recreation or tools for metal works?

Task 3. Be ready to tell your group mates 3 most interesting facts on the text.



Task 4. Write a short summary on the text.

Text 7.

Task 1. Read and translate the text. 

Russian Matreshka - Nesting doll

Hello! My name is Matryoshka, and I come from Russia. They say that I was brought to Russia 

from Japan at the end of the 19th century by the wife of a Russian patron named Savva I. 

Mamontov. On the other hand, according to certain Japanese, it was a Russian monk who first 

brought to Japan the idea of making Matryoshka dolls  into an exceptional doll. But whatever the 

case, Russian craftsmen liked the idea, and Matreshka was born. A professional artist named Sergei 

Malyutin made the first sketches of Matryoshka at the beginning of the 1890's.

I often wondered about my name. I learned that at the end of the 19th century, Matrena (diminutive 

Matreshka, Matryoshka) was one of most popular female names in Russia. Derived from the Latin 

root " matrona" it means "mother", "respected lady", or "mother of a family". Placing one figure 

inside another was also a fitting symbol of fertility and perpetuation.

In attempts to make Matryoshka dolls, people have been known to spoil much material and finally 

to give up in defeat. No wonder, since until recently, knowing how to make Matryoshka dolls was a 

secret. The work involved in making me requires skill. First, it is important to choose the proper 

type of wood. Because of its softness, linden wood is generally chosen, less often alder or birch. 

After the trees are cut down, usually in early spring, they are stripped of most of their bark, leaving 

just enough to prevent the wood from cracking while it dries. The logs are then left stacked for 

several years so that they can enjoy proper circulation of air as they dry.

The cutting of the wood needs to be done at the right time, when it is neither too dry nor too damp. 

Only an expert can determine when it is just right. Each piece of wood goes through as many as 15 

separate operations. The smallest Matryoshka doll in the series is made first. At times it is so small 

that you must strain your eyes or even use a magnifying glass to see it clearly. A skilled craftsman, 

by the way, does not bother to take measurements but relies solely on experience. Afterward, he 

repeats the process, making a slightly larger doll into which the previous ones will fit. 

The number of Matryoshka dolls held one within the other varies from 2 to 60. The largest 

Matryoshka may be as tall as its maker! When each Matryoshka is finished, it is covered with a 

starchy glue that fills in any hollows in the surface. The final drying begins, and the Matryoshka 



doll is polished to a smooth surface to enable the painter to spread the paint evenly. Then the 

Matryoshka is given its inimitable style.

People change as they grow older, and the same can be said of me. The craft of Matryoshka - 

making gradually spread from Moscow region to other cities and towns, including Semenov. 

Polkhovskii Maidan, Vyatka, Tver and Nizhnii Novgorod. Each locality developed its own style and 

form of decoration.

An artist named Sikorskii was one of the first whose Matryoshka became popular with the public. 

His dolls bring the highest prices, with individual sets costing as much as 3,000 US dollars. His 

success stimulated other artists, and during the past fifteen years, Matryoshka -making has been 

given an energetic push.

My name, Matryoshka, has now come to apply to all dolls made to fit one into another. Different 

themes are featured: flowers, churches, icons, folktales, family themes, even political leaders and 

celebrities. The large variety now available helps keep me quite reasonable in price. 

Task 2. Be ready to render  the text according to the plan:

1. The text under the headline…deals with...

2. It is taken from…

  3. This text informs the readers of... 

  4. The opening lines of the text are about...

  5. Here the author speaks about…

  6. After that the author passes over to...

7. The first paragraph (passage) deals with...

8. The second one is devoted to...

  9. The third paragraph (passage) touches upon...

  10. To illustrate this idea (the idea of…) the author gives the following data...

  11. I quote:'...'. End of quotation.

  12. At the conclusion the author enumerates...



  

Text 8.

Task 1. Read and translate the text. 

Paper model



Paper model of Mount Vernon

Paper models, also called card models or papercraft, are models constructed mainly from sheets 

of heavy paper or card stock as a hobby.

Contents

 Details   

 History   

  Availability 

 Details

It may be considered a broad category that contains origami and card modelling, with origami 

being a paper model made from folding paper (without using glue), and card modelling as the 

making of scale models from sheets of card on which the parts were printed, usually in full colour, 

for one to cut out, fold, score and glue together. They appear to be generally more popular in 

Europe and Japan than in the United States.

Sometimes the models can be punched out, but more frequently the printed parts must be cut out 

with a hobby knife (or a pair of scissors). Edges may be scored to aid folding. The parts are usually 

glued together with polyvinyl acetate glue ("white glue" "PVA"). One of the features of this kind of 

modeling is that the models are usually pre-painted, and there is no need to paint the model after 

completion, although some may enhance the as-built model by painting and detailing. Due to the 

nature of the paper medium, the model may be sealed with varnish to be able to last longer.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adhesive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyvinyl_acetate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origami
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hobby
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_(physical)
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 History

Example of papercraft

Printed card models became common in magazines in the early part of the 20th century. The 

popularity of card modeling boomed during World War II, when paper was one of the few items 

whose use and production was not heavily regulated.

Micromodels, designed and published in England from 1941 were very popular with 100 different 

models, including architecture, ships, and aircraft. But as plastic model kits became more 

commonly available, interest in paper decreased.

 Availability

Since papercraft patterns can be easily printed and assembled, the Internet has become a popular 

means of exchanging them. Commercial corporations have recently begun using downloadable 

papercraft for their marketing (examples are Yamaha and Canon).

The availability of numerous models on the Internet at little or no cost, which can then be 

downloaded and printed on inexpensive inkjet printers has caused its popularity again to increase 

worldwide. Home printing also allows models to be scaled up or down easily (for example, in order 

to make two models from different authors, in different scales, match each other in size), although 

the paper weight might need to be adjusted in the same ratio.

Kits can also be purchased inexpensively from dedicated publishers (mostly based in Eastern 

Europe; examples include Halinski and Maly Modelarz), some of which date back to 1950. 

Experienced hobbyists often scratchbuild, either by drawing their models by hand, or, increasingly, 

with software such as Adobe Illustrator. CAD and CG software such as Rhino 3D, 3DS Max, and 

specialist software, like PePaKuRa Designer from Tama software and Waybe, also exists to convert 

3D computer models into two-dimensional printable models that can then be cut out and 

assembled. Because of this, there is no practical limit to the variety of models available. Ships, 
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automobiles, aircraft, spacecraft (both real and fictional), buildings, and animals are common. In 

recent years, Japanese subjects such as Gundams and anime figures also start to make an 

appearance in papercraft.

Task 2. Find in internet information on the following issues (see the table):

v • d • e

Decorative arts, handicrafts, arts and 

crafts

Textile

Banner-making · Canvas work · Cross-stitch · Crocheting · Curve stitching · 

Embroidery · Felting · Knitting · Lace-making · Lucet · Macrame · Millinery · 

Needlepoint · needlework · Patchwork · Quilting · Ribbon embroidery · Rug 

hooking · Rug making · Sewing · Shoemaking · Spinning (textiles) · String art · 

Tapestry · Tatting · Tie-dye · Weaving

Paper

Bookbinding · Calligraphy · Cardmaking · Card Modelling · Collage · 

Decoupage · Embossing · Iris folding · Marbling · Origami · Papercraft · Papier-

mache · Scrapbooking · Spirelli · Stamping

Wood
Cabinet making · Carpentry · Chip carving · Intarsia · Marquetry · Wood 

burning · Wood carving · Woodturning · Woodworking

Clay Ceramics · Pottery · Sculpture

Metal Metalworking

Other

Assemblage · Balloon animal · Beadwork · Bone carving · Doll making · 

Dollhouse · Egg decorating · Etching · Glassblowing · Lathart · Lapidary · 

Miniatures · Mosaic · Pressed flower craft · Puppetry · Scrimshaw · Stained 

glass · Straw marquetry

Retrieved from "http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper_model"

Task 3. Insert the information you have found below 

           The place for your information
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Woodworking

Task 1. Read and translate the text. 

Woodworking is the process of building, making or carving something using wood.



Ancient Egyptian woodworking

     Woodworking shop in Germany in 1568, the worker in front is using a bow saw, the one in the 

background is planning.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(tool)
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1568
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Damascene woodworkers carving wood for hookahs, 

19th century.

Along with stone, mud, and animal parts, wood was certainly one of the first materials worked by 

primitive human beings. Microwear analysis of the Mousterian stone tools used by the 

Neanderthals show that many were used to work wood. The development of civilization was 

closely tied to the development of increasingly greater degrees of skill in working these materials.

Among early finds of wooden tools are the worked sticks from Kalambo Falls, Clacton-on-Sea and 

Lehringen. The spears from Schoningen (Germany) provide some of the first examples of wooden 

hunting gear.  Flint tools were used for carving. Since Neolithic times, carved wooden vessels are 

known, for example, from the Linear Pottery culture wells at  Kuckhofen and Eythra. Examples of 

Bronze Age wood-carving include  tree trunks worked into  coffins from northern Germany and 

Denmarkand wooden folding-chairs. The site of Fellbach-Schmieden in Germany has provided fine 

examples of wooden animal statues from the Iron Age. Wooden idols from the La Tene period are 

known from a sanctuary at the source of the Seine in France.

Two  ancient  civilizations  that  used  woodworking  were  the  Egyptians and  the  Chinese. 

Woodworking  is  depicted  in  many  ancient  Egyptian  drawings,  and  a  considerable  amount  of 

ancient  Egyptian  furniture (such  as  stools,  chairs,  tables,  beds,  chests)  has  been preserved in 

tombs. As well, the inner coffins found in the tombs were also made of wood. The metal used by 

the Egyptians for woodworking tools was originally copper and eventually, after 2000 BC bronze as 
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ironworking was unknown until  much later. Commonly used woodworking tools included  axes, 

adzes,  chisels,  pull saws, and  bow drills.  Mortise and tenon joints are attested from the earliest 

Predynastic  period.  These  joints  were  strengthened  using  pegs,  dowels and  leather or  cord 

lashings.  Animal  glue came  to  be  used  only  in  the  New  Kingdom  period.  Ancient  Egyptians 

invented the art of  veneering and used varnishes for  finishing, though the composition of these 

varnishes is unknown. Although different native acacias were used, as was the wood from the local 

sycamore and  tamarisk trees,  deforestation in  the  Nile  valley resulted  in  the  need  for  the 

importation of wood, notably  cedar, but also  Aleppo pine,  boxwood and  oak, starting from the 

Second Dynasty. 

The progenitors of Chinese woodworking are considered to be Lu Ban  and his wife Lady Yun, from 

the Spring and Autumn Period. Lu Ban is said to have brought the plane, chalkline, and other tools 

to China. His teachings are supposedly left behind in the book  Lu Ban Jing ( "Manuscript of Lu 

Ban"), although it was written some 1500 years after his death. This book is filled largely with  

descriptions of dimensions for use in building various items such as flower pots, tables, altars, etc., 

and also contains extensive instructions concerning Feng Shui. It mentions almost nothing of the 

intricate glueless and nailless joinery for which Chinese furniture was so famous.

Historically, woodworkers relied upon the woods native to their region, until transportation and 

trade innovations made more exotic woods available to the craftsman. Woods can be sorted into 

three basic types: hardwoods typified by tight grain and derived from broadleaf trees, softwoods 

from coniferous trees, and man-made materials such as plywood and MDF.

Task 2. Write out the underlined words and make sentences with them.

Task 3. Render the text.
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Text 9.

Task 1. Read and translate the text. 

Wood carving

Carved wooden cranes

Wood carving is a form of working wood by means of a cutting tool held in the hand (this may be a 

power tool), resulting in a wooden figure or figurine (this may be abstract in nature) or in the 

sculptural ornamentation of a wooden object. The phrase may also refer to the finished product, 

from individual sculptures, to hand-worked mouldings composing part of a tracery.

Some of the finest extant examples of early wood carving are from the Middle Ages in Italy and 

France, where the typical themes of that era were Christian iconography. In England many complete 

examples remain from the 16th and 17th century, where oak was the preferred medium in this case.

Figural carving seems to have been widespread. The carving to represent one's god in a tangible 

form finds expression in numberless ways. The early carver, and, for that matter, the native of the 

present day, has found a difficulty in giving expression to the eye, and at times has evaded it by 

inlaying this feature with colored material.

Task 2. Write your own sentances with the underlined in  text words.

Task 3. Answer the questions on the text:

-What is wood carving?

-Where are some of the finest extant examples of early wood carving from?

-How did the early carver make eyes when representing one’s god in a tangible form? 
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Contents

 1   Methods and styles of wood carving 

 2   Techniques of carving 

o 2.1   Tools 

 2.1.1   Basic tool set 

 2.1.2   Tool terminology 

o 2.2   Selecting a wood 

o 2.3   Carving 

Task 4. Translate the methods and styles of wood carving given below in paragraphs  1, 2.1.

1.  Methods and styles of wood carving

 Chip carving 

 Relief carving 

 Scandinavian flat-plane 

 Caricature carving 

 Love spoon 

 Treen 

 Whittling 

2.  Techniques of carving

2.1.  Tools

Carving Knives. Carving Knife used to round a corner of 

a piece of wood.
V-Tool used to part lines and cut V 

shaped channels.
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2.1.1. Basic tool set

 the carving knife: a specialized knife used to pare, cut, and smooth wood. 

 the gouge: a tool with a curved cutting edge used in a variety of forms and sizes for carving 

hollows, rounds and sweeping curves. 

 the chisel, large and small, whose straight cutting edge is used for lines and cleaning up flat 

surfaces. 

 the V-tool used for parting, and in certain classes of flat work for emphasizing lines. 

 the veiner: a specialized deep gouge with a U shaped cutting edge. 

 sharpening   equipment, such as various stones and a strop, necessary for maintaining edges. 

A special screw for fixing work to the workbench, and a mallet, complete the carvers kit, though 

other tools, both specialized and adapted, are often used, such as a router for bringing grounds to 

a uniform level, bent gouges and bent chisels for cutting hollows too deep for the ordinary tool.

Task 5. What is every tool for? 

             2.1.2. Tool terminology

 Gouge – Carving tool with a curved cutting edge. The most used category of carving tools. 

 Sweep   – The curvature of the cutting edge of a carving gouge. A lower number (like #3) 

indicates a shallow, flat sweep while a high number (like #9) is used for a deeply curved 

gouge. 

 Veiner   – A small deep gouge with a U shaped cutting edge. Usually #11 sweep. 

 Fluter   – A larger #11 sweep gouge with a U shaped cutting edge. 

 Sloyd   knife – A whittling knife having a strong, fixed blade slightly shorter than the handle 

(around 5 inches), suitable for marking or carving. 

 Chisel   – A carving tool with a straight cutting edge (usually termed #1 sweep) at right angles 

(or square to) the sides of the blade. 

 Skew   Chisel – A chisel with the edge at a "skew" or angle relative the sides of the blade. 

Often termed #2 sweep in the Sheffield list or #1s in continental lists. 

 V-Tool   or Parting Tool – A carving tool with a V shaped cutting edge. Used for outlining and 

decorative cuts. Refered to as 'the carvers pencil' by old time professional carvers. 

 Long Bent – A gouge, chisel or V tool where the blade is curved along its entire length. 

Handy for deep work. 

 Short Bent or Spoon – A gouge, chisel or V tool where the blade is straight with a curve at 
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the end, like a spoon. Use for work in deep or inaccessible areas. 

 Fishtail   – A gouge or chisel with a straight, narrow shank that flares out at the end to form a 

"fishtail" shaped tool. The narrow shaft of the tool allows for clearance in tight areas. 

 Back Bent – A spoon gouge with a reverse bent end. Used for undercuts and reeding work. 

 Palm Tools   — Short (5"), stubby tools used with one hand while the work is held in the 

other. Great for detail and small carving. 

 Full-size Tools — 10" to 11" tools used with two hands or a mallet. 

 Tang   — The tapered part of the blade that is driven into the handle. 

 Bolster   – A flared section of the blade near the tang that keeps the blade from being driven 

further into the handle. 

 Ferrule   – A metal collar on the handle that keeps the wood from splitting when the tool is 

used with a mallet. Some tools have an external, visible ferrule while others have an internal 

ferrule.Some old, small detail tools have neither bolster nor ferrule as their light use makes 

them unnecessary. 

 Rockwell   Hardness – A scale that indicates the hardness of steel. A Rockwell range of 58 to 

61 is considered optimum for fine woodworking edge tools. 

Task 6. Read paragraphs 2.2. and 2.3. and render them.

2.2.  Selecting a wood

The nature of the wood being carved limits the scope of the carver in that wood is not equally 

strong in all directions: it is an anisotropic material. The direction is which wood is strongest is 

called "grain" (grain may be straight, interlocked, wavy or fiddleback, &c.). It is wise to arrange the 

more delicate parts of a design along the grain instead of across it, and the more slender stalks or 

leaf-points should not be too much separated from their adjacent surroundings. The failure to 

appreciate these primary rules may constantly be seen in damaged work, when it will be noticed 

that, whereas tendrils, tips of birds beaks, &c., arranged across the grain have been broken away, 

similar details designed more in harmony with the growth of the wood and not too deeply 

undercut remain intact. Probably the two most common woods used for carving are Basswood(aka 

Tilia or Lime) and Tupelo, both are hardwoods that are relatively easy to work with. Chestnut, 

American walnut, mahogany and teak are also very good woods; while for fine work Italian walnut, 

sycamore maple, apple, pear or plum, are generally chosen. Decoration that is to be painted and of 

not too delicate a nature is as a rule carved in pine.
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Task 7. Translate the underlined names of wood materials. 

2.3. Carving

A wood carver begins a new carving by selecting a chunk of wood the approximate size and shape 

of the figure he or she wishes to create or, if the carving is to be large, several pieces of wood may 

be laminated together to create the required size. The type of wood is important. Hardwoods are 

more difficult to shape but have greater luster and longevity. Softer woods may be easier to carve, 

but are less resistant to damage. Any wood can be carved but they all have different qualities and 

characteristics. The choice will depend on the requirements of carving being done: for example a 

detailed figure would need a wood with a fine grain and very little figure.Once the sculptor has 

selected their wood, he or she begins a general shaping process using gouges of various sizes. The 

gouge is a curved blade that can remove large portions of wood smoothly. For harder woods, the 

sculptor may use a chisel and mallet, similar to a stone carver. Smaller sculptures may require the 

wood carver to use a knife, and larger pieces might require the use of a saw. No matter what wood 

is selected or tool used, the wood sculptor must always carve either across or with the grain of the 

wood, never against the grain.

Once the general shape is made, the carver may use a variety of tools for creating details. For 

example, a “veiner” or 'fluter' can be used to make deep gouges into the surface, or a “v-tool” for 

making fine lines or decorative cuts. Once the finer details have been added, the wood carver 

finishes the surface. The method chosen depends on the required quality of surface finish. The 

texture left by shallow gouges gives 'life' to the carving's surface and many carvers prefere this 

'tooled' finish. If a completely smooth surface is required general smoothing can be done with 

tools such as “rasps,” which are flat-bladed tools with a surface of pointed teeth. “Rifflers” are 

similar to rasps, but smaller, usually double ended, and of various shapes for working in folds or 

crevasses. The finer polishing is done with abrasive paper. Large grained paper with a rougher 

surface is used first, with the sculptor then using finer grained paper that can make the surface of 

the sculpture slick to the touch.

After the carving and finishing is completed, the artist may seal & color the wood with a variety of 

natural oils, such as walnut or linseed oil which protects the wood from dirt and moisture. Oil also 

imparts a sheen to the wood which, by reflecting light, helps the observer 'read' the form. Carvers 

seldom use gloss varnish as it creates too shiny a surface, which reflects so much light it can 

confuse the form; carvers refer to this as 'the toffee apple effect'. Objects made of wood are 



frequently finished with a layer of wax, which protects the wood and gives a soft lusterous sheen. 

A wax finish is comparatively fragile though and only suitable for indoor carvings.

Task 8. Look at the carvings attentively and say which one you like most of all. Explain, why?

From Africa

from Austria

Chinese wooden 

bodhisattva, 12th to 13th 

century.

Tilman 

Riemenschneider's Saint  

Barbara from Germany

in Festac Town, 

Lagos, Nigeria

in Festac Town, 

Lagos, Nigeria

Carved gallant genre 

scene with figurines from 

Val Gardena 18th century

Pensive Christ in a 

Lithuanian cemetery

Sculpture by Medina 

Ayllón.(Spain)

Carving of a duck by 

a Florida artist
Carving of unicorn by 

G&H Studios

circa 1940s, hobo by Carl 

Johan Trygg
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Text 10.

Pottery

Pottery is the ceramic ware made by potters. Major types of pottery include earthenware, 

stoneware, and porcelain. The places where such wares are made are called potteries. Pottery is one 

of the oldest human technologies and art-forms, and remains a major industry today. Ceramic art 

covers the art of pottery, whether in items made for use or purely for decoration.

Unfired "green ware" pottery on a traditional drying rack 

at Conner Prairie living history museum.

Contents

 1   Background 

 2   Methods of shaping 

 3   Decorating and glazing 

 4   Firing 

 5   History 

 6   In archaeology 

 7   Environmental issues in production 

Task 1. Translate the text. Write your own sentences with the underlined words.
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1. Background

Pottery is made by forming a clay body into objects of a required shape and heating them to high 

temperatures in a kiln to induce reactions that lead to permanent changes, including increasing 

their strength and hardening and setting their shape. There are wide regional variations in the 

properties of clays used by potters and this often helps to produce wares that are unique in 

character to a locality. It is common for clays and other minerals to be mixed to produce clay 

bodies suited to specific purposes.

Prior to some shaping processes, air trapped within the clay body needs to be removed. This is 

called de-airing and can be accomplished by a machine called a vacuum pug or manually by 

wedging. Wedging can also help to ensure an even moisture content throughout the body. Once a 

clay body has been de-aired or wedged, it is shaped by a variety of techniques. After shaping it is 

dried before firing. There are a number of stages in the drying process. Leather-hard refers to the 

stage when the clay object is approximately 75-85% dry. Clay bodies at this stage are very firm and 

only slightly pliable. Trimming and handle attachment often occurs at the leather-hard state. Clay 

bodies are said to be "bone-dry" when they reach a moisture content at or near 0%. Unfired 

objects are often termed greenware. Clay bodies at this stage are very fragile and hence can be 

easily broken.

Task 2. Read the paragraph and be ready to enumerate methods of shaping. 

Task 3. Make written translation of text 10.

2. Methods of shaping

A man shapes pottery as it turns on a wheel. (Cappadocia, Turkey).

The potter's most basic tools are the hand, but many additional tools have been developed over 

the long history of pottery manufacture, including the potter's wheel and turntable, shaping tools 

(paddles, anvils, ribs), rolling tools (roulettes, slab rollers, rolling pins), cutting/piercing tools 
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(knives, fluting tools, wires) and finishing tools (burnishing stones, rasps, chamois).

Pottery can be shaped by a range of methods that include:

Handwork pottery in Kathmandu, Nepal.

Handwork or hand building. This is the earliest and the most individualized and direct forming 

method. Wares can be constructed by hand from coils of clay, from flat slabs of clay, from solid 

balls of clay — or some combination of these. Parts of hand-built vessels are often joined together 

with the aid of slurry or slip, a runny mixture of clay and water. Hand building is slower and more 

gradual than wheel-throwing, but it offers the potter a high degree of control over the size and 

shape of wares. While it isn't difficult for an experienced potter to make identical pieces of hand-

built pottery, the speed and repetitiveness of wheel-throwing is more suitable for making precisely 

matched sets of wares such as table wares. Some studio potters find hand building more conducive 

to fully using the imagination to create one-of-a-kind works of art, while others find this with the 

wheel.

A potter shapes a piece of pottery on an electric-powered potter's wheel
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Classic potter's kick wheel in Erfurt, Germany

The potter's wheel. In the process that is called "throwing" (coming from the Old English word 

thrawan, which means to twist or turn [1]) , a ball of clay is placed in the center of a turntable, 

called the wheel-head, which the potter rotates with a stick, or with foot power (a kick wheel or 

treadle wheel) or with a variable speed electric motor. (Often, a disk of plastic, wood or plaster — 

called a bat — is first set on the wheel-head, and the ball of clay is thrown on the bat rather than 

the wheel-head so that the finished piece can be removed intact with its bat, without distortion.)

During the process of throwing the wheel rotates rapidly while the solid ball of soft clay is pressed, 

squeezed, and pulled gently upwards and outwards into a hollow shape. The first step, of pressing 

the rough ball of clay downward and inward into perfect rotational symmetry, is called centering 

the clay, a most important (and often most difficult) skill to master before the next steps: opening 

(making a centered hollow into the solid ball of clay), flooring (making the flat or rounded bottom 

inside the pot), throwing or pulling (drawing up and shaping the walls to an even thickness), and 

trimming or turning (removing excess clay to refine the shape or to create a foot).

From around 7th century BC until the introduction of slip casting in the 18th century AD, the 

potter's wheel was the most effective method of mass producing pottery, although it is also often 

employed to make individual pieces. Wheel-work makes great demands on the skill of the potter, 

but an accomplished operator can make many near-identical plates, vases, or bowls in the course 

of a day's work. Because of its inherent limitations, wheel-work can only be used to create wares 

with radial symmetry on a vertical axis. These can then be altered by impressing, bulging, carving, 

fluting, faceting, incising, and by other methods making the wares more visually interesting. Often, 

thrown pieces are further modified by having handles, lids, feet, spouts, and other functional 

aspects added using the techniques of handworking.
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Jiggering and jolleying: These operations are carried out on the potter's wheel and allow the time 

taken to bring wares to a standardized form to be reduced. Jiggering is the operation of bringing a 

shaped tool into contact with the plastic clay of a piece under construction, the piece itself being 

set on a rotating plaster mould on the wheel. The jigger tool shapes one face whilst the mould 

shapes the other. Jiggering is used only in the production of flat wares, such as plates, but a similar 

operation, jolleying, is used in the production of hollow-wares, such as cups. Jiggering and jolleying 

have been used in the production of pottery since at least the 18th century. In large-scale factory 

production jiggering and jolleying are usually automated, which allows the operations to be carried 

out by semi-skilled labor.

Shaping on a potter's kick wheel; Gulsehir, Turkey

Roller-head machine: This machine is for shaping wares on a rotating mould, as in jiggering and 

jolleying, but with a rotary shaping tool replacing the fixed profile. The rotary shaping tool is a 

shallow cone having the same diameter as the ware being formed and shaped to the desired form 

of the back of the article being made. Wares may in this way be shaped, using relatively unskilled 

labor, in one operation at a rate of about twelve pieces per minute, though this varies with the size 

of the articles being produced. The roller-head machine is now used in factories worldwide.

RAM pressing: A factory process for shaping table wares and decorative ware by pressing a bat of 

prepared clay body into a required shape between two porous molding plates. After pressing, 

compressed air is blown through the porous mould plates to release the shaped wares.

Granulate pressing: As the name suggests, this is the operation of shaping pottery by pressing clay 

in a semi-dry and granulated condition in a mould. The clay is pressed into the mould by a porous 

die through which water is pumped at high pressure. The granulated clay is prepared by spray-

drying to produce a fine and free flowing material having a moisture content of between about five 
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and six per cent. Granulate pressing, also known as dust pressing, is widely used in the 

manufacture of ceramic tiles and, increasingly, of plates.

Slipcasting: is often used in the mass-production of ceramics and is ideally suited to the making of 

wares that cannot be formed by other methods of shaping. A slip, made by mixing clay body with 

water, is poured into a highly absorbent plaster mold. Water from the slip is absorbed into the 

mould leaving a layer of clay body covering its internal surfaces and taking its internal shape. 

Excess slip is poured out of the mold, which is then split open and the molded object removed. 

Slipcasting is widely used in the production of sanitary wares and is also used for making smaller 

articles, such as intricately-detailed figurines.

3. Decorating and glazing

Pottery may be decorated in a number of ways, including:

 In the clay body; by, for example, incising patterns on its surface. 

 Underglaze decoration, in the manner of many blue and white wares. 

 In-glaze decoration 

 On-glaze decoration 

 Enamel   
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Contemporary pottery from Okinawa, Japan.

Additives can be worked into the clay body prior to forming, to produce desired effects in the fired  

wares.  Coarse  additives,  such as  sand and  grog (fired clay which has  been finely  ground)  are 

sometimes used to give the final product a required texture. Contrasting colored clays and grogs 

are sometimes used to produce patterns in the finished wares. Colorants, usually metal oxides and  

carbonates, are added singly or in combination to achieve a desired color. Combustible particles 

can be mixed with the body or pressed into the surface to produce texture.

Agateware: So-named after its resemblance to the quartz mineral agate which has bands or layers 

of  color  that  are blended together.  Agatewares  are made by blending clays  of  differing colors 

together, but not mixing them to the extent that they lose their individual identities. The wares 

have a distinctive veined or  mottled appearance. The term 'agateware' is used to describe such 

wares in the United Kingdom; in Japan the term neriage is used and in China, where such things 

have been made since at least the  Tang Dynasty, they are called  marbled wares. Great care is 

required in the selection of clays to be used for making agatewares as the clays used must have 

matching thermal movement characteristics.

Banding: This is the application, by hand or by machine, of a band of color to the edge of a plate or 

cup. Also known as lining, this operation is often carried out on a potter's wheel.

Burnishing: The  surface  of  pottery  wares  may  be  burnished prior  to  firing  by  rubbing  with  a 

suitable instrument of wood, steel or stone, to produce a polished finish that survives firing. It is  

possible to produce very highly polished wares when fine clays are used, or when the polishing is 

carried out on wares that have been partially dried and contain little water, though wares in this  

condition are extremely fragile and the risk of breakage is high.
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An ancient Armenian urn.

Engobe: This is a clay slip, often white or cream in color that is used to coat the surface of pottery, 

usually before firing. Its purpose is often decorative, though it can also be used to mask 

undesirable features in the clay to which it is applied. Engobe slip may be applied by painting or by 

dipping, to provide a uniform, smooth, coating. Engobe has been used by potters from pre-historic 

times until the present day, and is sometimes combined with sgraffito decoration, where a layer of 

engobe is scratched through to reveal the color of the underlying clay. With care it is possible to 

apply a second coat of engobe of a different color to the first and to incise decoration through the 

second coat to expose the color of the underlying coat. Engobes used in this way often contain 

substantial amounts of silica, sometimes approaching the composition of a glaze.

Litho: This is a commonly used abbreviation for lithography, although the alternative names of 

transfer print or decal are also common. These are used to apply designs to articles. The litho 

comprises three layers: the color, or image, layer which comprises the decorative design; the cover 

coat, a clear protective layer, which may incorporate a low-melting glass; and the backing paper on 

which the design is printed by screen printing or lithography. There are various methods of 

transferring the design while removing the backing-paper, some of which are suited to machine 

application

Gold: Decoration with gold is used on some high quality ware. Different methods exist for its 

application, including:

 Best gold - a suspension of gold powder in essential oils mixed with a flux and a mercury 

salt extended. This can be applied by a painting technique. From the kiln the decoration is 
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dull and requires burnishing to reveal the full color 

 Acid Gold – a form of gold decoration developed in the early 1860s at the English factory of 

Mintons Ltd, Stoke-on-Trent. The glazed surface is etched with diluted hydrofluoric acid 

prior to application of the gold. The process demands great skill and is used for the 

decoration only of ware of the highest class. 

 Bright Gold – consists of a solution of gold sulphoresinate together with other metal 

resonates and a flux. The name derives from the appearance of the decoration immediately 

after removal from the kiln as it requires no burnishing 

 Mussel Gold – an old method of gold decoration. It was made by rubbing together gold leaf, 

sugar and salt, followed by washing to remove solubles 

Glazing

Glaze is a glassy coating applied to pottery, the primary purposes of which include decoration and 

protection. Glazes are highly variable in composition but usually comprise a mixture of ingredients 

that generally, but not always, mature at kiln temperatures lower than that of the pottery that it 

coats. One important use of glaze is in rendering pottery vessels impermeable to water and other 

liquids. Glaze may be applied by dusting it over the clay, spraying, dipping, trailing or brushing on a 

thin slurry composed of glaze minerals and water. Brushing tends not to give an even covering but  

can be effective as a decorative technique. The color of a glaze before it has been fired may be  

significantly different than afterwards. To prevent glazed wares sticking to kiln furniture during 

firing,  either a  small  part  of  the object being fired (for  example,  the foot)  is  left  unglazed or,  

alternatively, special refractory spurs are used as supports. These are removed and discarded after 

the firing. Special methods of glazing are sometimes carried out in the kiln. One example is  salt-

glazing, where common salt is introduced to the kiln to produce a glaze of mottled,  orange peel 

texture. Materials other than salt are also used to glaze wares in the kiln, including sulfur. In wood-

fired kilns fly-ash from the fuel can produce ash-glazing on the surface of wares, and the use of an 

ash and clay mix can result in alkaline glazes, as used in  Catawba Valley Pottery in the eastern 

United States.
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4. Firing

Firing produces irreversible changes in the body. It is only after firing that the article can be called 

pottery.  In  lower-fired  pottery  the  changes  include  sintering,  the  fusing  together  of  coarser 

particles in the body at their points of contact with each other. In the case of porcelain, where 

different  materials  and  higher  firing-temperatures  are  used  the  physical,  chemical  and 

mineralogical properties of the constituents in the body are greatly altered. In all cases the object  

of firing is to permanently harden the wares and the firing regime must be appropriate to the  

materials used to make them. As a rough guide, earthenwares are normally fired at temperatures 

in the range of about 1000 to 1200 degrees Celsius; stonewares at between about 1100 to 1300 

degrees Celsius; and porcelains at between about 1200 to 1400 degrees Celsius. However, the way 

that ceramics mature in the kiln is influenced not only by the peak temperature achieved, but also 

by the duration of the period of firing. Thus, the maximum temperature within a kiln is often held  

constant for a period of time to soak the wares, to produce the maturity required in the body of 

the wares.

The atmosphere within a kiln during firing can affect the appearance of the finished wares. An  

oxidising atmosphere, produced by allowing air to enter the kiln, can cause the oxidation of clays 

and glazes. A reducing atmosphere, produced by limiting the flow of air into the kiln, can strip  

oxygen from the surface of clays and glazes. This can affect the appearance of the wares being 

fired and, for example, some glazes containing  iron fire brown in an oxidising atmosphere, but 

green in a reducing atmosphere. The atmosphere within a kiln can be adjusted to produce complex 

effects in glaze.

Kilns may be heated by burning wood, coal and gas, or by electricity. When used as fuels, coal and 

wood  can  introduce  smoke,  soot  and  ash  into  the  kiln  which  can  affect  the  appearance  of 

unprotected wares. For this reason wares fired in wood- or coal-fired kilns are often placed in the 

kiln in saggars; lidded ceramic boxes, to protect them. Modern kilns powered by gas or electricity 

are cleaner and more easily controlled than older wood- or coal-fired kilns and often allow shorter  

firing times to be used. In a Western adaptation of traditional Japanese Raku ware firing, wares are 

removed from the kiln while hot and smothered in ashes, paper or woodchips, which produces a 

distinctive, carbonised, appearance. This technique is also used in Malaysia in creating traditional  

labu sayung.
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5.  History

Earliest known ceramics are the Gravettian figurines that date to 29,000 to 25,000 BC

Cupisnique pottery. Stirrup spout bottle with a feline-human representation. Larco Museum 

Collection. Lima-Peru

An Incipient Jomon pottery vessel reconstructed from fragments (10,000-8,000 BCE), Tokyo 

National Museum, Japan

It is believed that the earliest pottery wares were hand-built and fired in bonfires. Firing times  

were short but the peak-temperatures achieved in the fire could be high, perhaps in the region of 
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900 degrees Celsius, and were reached very quickly. Clays tempered with sand, grit, crushed shell  

or crushed pottery were often used to make bonfire-fired ceramics, because they provided an 

open body texture that allows water and other volatile components of the clay to escape freely. 

The coarser particles in the clay also acted to restrain shrinkage within the bodies of the wares 

during cooling, which was carried out slowly to reduce the risk of thermal stress and cracking. In  

the main, early bonfire-fired wares were made with rounded bottoms, to avoid sharp angles that  

might  be  susceptible  to  cracking.  The  earliest  intentionally  constructed  kilns  were  pit-kilns or 

trench-kilns;  holes  dug  in  the  ground  and  covered  with  fuel.  Holes  in  the  ground  provided 

insulation and resulted in better control over firing.

The earliest  known ceramic objects are  Gravettian figurines such as  those discovered at Dolni 

Vestonice in the modern-day Czech Republic. The Venus of Dolni Vestonice (Věstonická Venuše in 

Czech)  is  a  Venus  figurine,  a  statuette  of  a  nude  female  figure  dated  to  29,000–25,000  BCE 

(Gravettian industry). The earliest pottery ware found to date was excavated from the Yuchanyan 

Cave in southern China and the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in 2009 reports 

that the ware dates back to 18,000 years ago. Pottery vessels made by the Incipient Jōmon people 

of Japan from around 10,500 BCE have also been found. The term "Jomon" means "cord-marked" 

in Japanese. This refers to the markings made on clay vessels and figures using sticks with cords 

wrapped around them. Pottery which dates back to 10,000 BCE have also been excavated in China. 

It appears that pottery was independently developed in North Africa during the tenth millennium 

b.p. and in South America during the seventh millennium b.p. 

The invention of  the  potter's  wheel in  Mesopotamia sometime between 6,000 and 4,000 BCE 

(Ubaid period) revolutionized pottery production. Specialized potters were then able to meet the 

expanding needs of the world's first cities. Pottery was in use in ancient India during the Mehrgarh 

Period II  (5500 - 4800 BCE) and Merhgarh Period III  (4800 - 3500 BCE),  known as the ceramic 

Neolithic  and  chalcolithic.  Pottery,  including  items known as  the ed-Dur  vessels,  originated  in 

regions of the Indus valley and has been found in a number of sites in the Indus valley civilization. 

In the Mediterranean, during the Greek Dark Ages (1100–800 BCE), artists used geometric designs 

such as squares, circles and lines to decorate  amphoras and other pottery. The period between 

1500-300 BCE in ancient Korea is known as the Mumun Pottery Period. 

The quality of pottery has varied historically,  in part  dependent upon the repute in which the 

potter's craft was held by the community. For example, in the Chalcolithic period in Mesopotamia, 

Halafian pottery achieved a level of technical competence and sophistication, not seen until the 
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later developments of  Greek pottery with Corinthian and Attic ware. The distinctive Red Samian 

ware of the Early Roman Empire was copied by regional potters throughout the Empire. The Dark 

Age period saw a collapse in the quality of European pottery which did not recover in status and 

quality until the European Renaissance.

6. In archaeology

Pottery found at Catal Hoyuk - sixth millennium BC

For  archaeologists,  anthropologists,  and  historians the study of pottery can help to provide an 

insight  into  past  cultures.  Pottery  is  durable  and  fragments,  at  least,  often  survive  long after 

artifacts made from less-durable materials have decayed past recognition. Combined with other 

evidence,  the  study  of  pottery  artifacts  is  helpful  in  the  development  of  theories  on  the 

organisation, economic condition and the cultural development of the societies that produced or 

acquired pottery. The study of pottery may also allow inferences to be drawn about a culture's 

daily life, religion, social relationships, attitudes towards neighbours, attitudes to their own world 

and even the way the culture understood the universe.

Chronologies based on pottery are often essential for dating non-literate cultures and are often of 

help in the dating of historic cultures as well. Trace element analysis, mostly by neutron activation, 

allows the sources of clay to be accurately identified and the thermoluminescence test can be used 

to provide an estimate of the date of last firing. Examining fired pottery shards from prehistory,  

scientists learned that during high-temperature firing, iron materials in clay record the exact state 

of Earth's magnetic field at that exact moment.
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a.

7. Environmental issues in production

Although many of  the environmental  effects  of  pottery production  have existed for  millennia, 

some  of  these  have  been  amplified  with  modern  technology  and  scales  of  production.  The 

principal factors for consideration fall into two categories: (a] effects on workers and (b) effects on 

the general environment. Within the effects on workers, chief impacts are indoor air quality, sound 

levels and possible  over-illumination. Regarding the general environment, factors of interest are 

off-site water pollution, air pollution and disposal of hazardous materials.

Historically plumbism,  lead poisoning, was a significant health concern to those glazing pottery. 

This was recognised at least as early as the nineteenth century, and the first legislation in the 

United Kingdom to limit pottery workers’ exposure was introduced in 1899. [12] Whilst the risk of to 

those working in ceramics is now much reduced it can still not be ignored. With respect to indoor 

air quality, workers can be exposed to fine particulate matter, carbon monoxide and certain heavy 

metals. The greatest health risk is the potential to develop silicosis from the long-term exposure to 

crystalline  silica.  Proper ventilation can reduce the risks,  and the first  legislation in the  United 

Kingdom to govern ventilation was introduced in 1899.  [12]. Another, more recent study at  Laney 

College,  Oakland, California suggests that all  these factors can be controlled in a well designed 

workshop environment.

The use of energy and pollutants in the production of ceramics is a growing concern. Electric firing 

is  arguably  more  environmentally  friendly  than combustion  firing,  although the source  of  the 

electricity varies in environmental impact.
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Text 11.

Task 1. Read the text and be ready to render it.

         Collage

Kurt Schwitters, Das Undbild, 1919, Staatsgalerie Stuttgart

A collage (From the French: coller, to glue) is a work of formal art, primarily in the visual arts, made 

from an assemblage of different forms, thus creating a new whole.

A collage may include newspaper clippings, ribbons, bits of colored or hand-made papers, portions 

of other artwork, photographs and other found objects, glued to a piece of paper or canvas. The 

origins of collage can be traced back hundreds of years, but this technique made a dramatic 

reappearance in the early 20th century as an art form of novelty.

The term collage derives from the French "coller" meaning "glue". This term was coined by both 

Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso in the beginning of the 20th century when collage became a 

distinctive part of modern art.
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History

Early precedents

Techniques of collage were first used at the time of the invention of paper in China around 200 BC. 

The use of collage, however, remained very limited until the 10th century in Japan, when 

calligraphers began to apply glued paper, using texts on surfaces, when writing their poems.

The technique of collage appeared in medieval Europe during the 13th century. Gold leaf panels 

started to be applied in Gothic cathedrals around the 15th and 16th centuries. Gemstones and 

other precious metals were applied to religious images, icons, and also, to coats of arms. 

In the 19th century, collage methods also were used among hobbyists for memorabilia (i.e. applied 

to photo albums) and books (i.e. Hans Christian Andersen, Carl Spitzweg). 
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Collage and modernism

Hannah Hoch,  Cut with  the Dada Kitchen Knife  through the Last  Weimar Beer-Belly  Cultural  

Epoch in Germany, 1919, collage of pasted papers, 90x144 cm, Staatliche Museum, Berlin.

Despite the pre-twentieth-century use of collage-like application techniques, some art authorities 

argue that collage, properly speaking, did not emerge until  after 1900, in conjunction with the 

early stages of modernism.

For example, the Tate Gallery's online art glossary states that collage "was first used as an artists' 

technique in the twentieth century." According to the Guggenheim Museum's online art glossary, 

collage is an artistic concept associated with the beginnings of modernism, and entails much more 

than the idea of gluing something onto something else. The glued-on patches which Braque and 

Picasso added to their canvases offered a new perspective on painting when the patches "collided 

with the surface plane of  the painting."  In  this  perspective,  collage was part  of  a  methodical 

reexamination of the relation between painting and sculpture, and these new works "gave each 

medium  some  of  the  characteristics  of  the  other,"  according  to  the  Guggenheim  essay. 

Furthermore, these chopped-up bits of newspaper introduced fragments of externally referenced 

meaning into the collision: "References to current events, such as the war in the Balkans, and to 

popular culture enriched the content of their art." This juxtaposition of signifiers, "at once serious 

and tongue-in-cheek," was fundamental to the inspiration behind collage: "Emphasizing concept 

and process over end product, collage has brought the incongruous into meaningful congress with 

the ordinary." 

Collage in painting

Tom Wesselmann, Still Life #20, mixed media, collage, 1962, Albright-Knox Art Gallery Buffalo, 
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New York

Collage in the modernist  sense began with  Cubist  painters Georges Braque and  Pablo Picasso. 

According to some sources,  Picasso was the first  to use the collage technique in oil  paintings. 

According to the Guggenheim Museum's online article about collage, Braque took up the concept 

of  collage  itself  before  Picasso,  applying  it  to  charcoal  drawings.  Picasso  adopted  collage 

immediately after (and was perhaps indeed the first to use collage in paintings, as opposed to 

drawings):

"It was Braque who purchased a roll of simulated oak-grain wallpaper and began cutting out pieces 

of the paper and attaching them to his charcoal drawings. Picasso immediately began to make his  

own experiments in the new medium." 

In 1912 for his Still Life with Chair Caning (Nature-morte a la chaise cannee), Picasso pasted a patch 

of oilcloth with a chair-cane design onto the canvas of the piece.

Surrealist artists have made extensive use of collage.  Cubomania is a collage made by cutting an 

image into squares which are then reassembled  automatically or at random. Collages produced 

using a similar, or perhaps identical, method are called  etrecissements by  Marcel Marien from a 

method  first  explored  by  Mariën.  Surrealist  games such  as  parallel  collage use  collective 

techniques of collage making.

The  Sidney  Janis Gallery held  an  early  Pop  Art exhibit  called  the  New  Realist  Exhibition in 

November 1962, which included works by the American artists Tom Wesselmann, Jim Dine, Robert 

Indiana,  Roy Lichtenstein,  Claes Oldenburg,  James Rosenquist,  George Segal, and  Andy Warhol; 

and Europeans such as Arman, Baj, Christo, Yves Klein, Festa, Rotella, Jean Tinguely, and Schifano. 

It followed the  Nouveau Realisme exhibition at the Galerie Rive Droite in  Paris, and marked the 

international debut of the artists who soon gave rise to what came to be called Pop Art in Britain 

and The United States and  Nouveau Realisme on the European continent. Many of these artists 

used collage techniques in their work. Wesselmann took part in the New Realist show with some 

reservations [6], exhibiting two 1962 works: Still life #17 and Still life #22.

Another technique is that of canvas collage, which is the application, typically with glue, of 

separately painted canvas patches to the surface of a painting's main canvas. Well known for use of 

this technique is British artist John Walker in his paintings of the late 1970s, but canvas collage was 

already an integral part of the mixed media works of such American artists as Conrad Marca-Relli 

and Jane Frank by the early 1960s. The intensely self-critical Lee Krasner also frequently destroyed 

her own paintings by cutting them into pieces, only to create new works of art by reassembling the 
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pieces into collages.

 Collage with wood

What may be called wood collage is the dominant feature in this 1964 mixed media painting by 

Jane Frank (1918-1986)

The wood collage is a type that emerged somewhat later than paper collage. Kurt Schwitters 

began experimenting with wood collages in the 1920s after already having given up painting for 

paper collages. [2]The principle of wood collage is clearly established at least as early as his 'Merz 

Picture with Candle', dating from the mid to late 1920s [3]  [4]  .

It is also interesting to note that wood collage in a sense made its debut, indirectly, at the same 

time as paper collage, since (according to the Guggenheim online), Georges Braque initiated use of 

paper collage by cutting out pieces of simulated oak-grain wallpaper and attaching them to his 

own charcoal drawings. [5]Thus, the idea of gluing wood to a picture was implicitly there from the 

start, since the paper used in the very first paper collages was a commercial product manufactured 

to look like wood.

It was during a fifteen-year period of intense experimentation beginning in the mid 1940s that 

Louise Nevelson evolved her  sculptural wood collages, assembled from found scraps,  including 

parts of furniture, pieces of wooden crates or barrels, and architectural remnants like stair railings 

or moldings. Generally rectangular, very large, and painted black, they resemble gigantic paintings.  

Concerning Nevelson's  Sky Cathedral (1958), the Museum of Modern Art catalogue states, "As a 

rectangular  plane  to  be  viewed  from  the  front,  Sky  Cathedral has  the  pictorial  quality  of  a 

painting..."[7] Yet such pieces also present themselves as massive walls or monoliths, which can 

sometimes be viewed from either side, or even looked through.

Much wood collage art is considerably smaller in scale, framed and hung as a painting would be. It 

usually  features pieces of  wood,  wood shavings,  or  scraps,  assembled on a canvas (if  there is  
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painting involved), or on a wooden board. Such framed, picture-like, wood-relief collages offer the 

artist an opportunity to explore the qualities of depth, natural color, and textural variety inherent 

in the material, while drawing on and taking advantage of the language, conventions, and historical 

resonances  that  arise  from the  tradition  of  creating  pictures  to  hang on  walls.  Contemporary 

examples of this technique can be found in the works of  Geeta Chaudhuri, a wood collage artist 

from India. The technique of wood collage is also sometimes combined with painting and other 

media in a single work of art.

Frequently, what is called "wood collage art" uses only natural wood - such as driftwood, or parts 

of found and unaltered logs, branches, sticks, or bark. This raises the question of whether such 

artwork is collage (in the original sense) at all (see  Collage and modernism). This is because the 

early, paper collages were generally made from bits of text or pictures - things originally made by 

people,  and  functioning  or  signifying  in  some  cultural  context.  The  collage  brings  these  still-

recognizable  "signifiers"  (or  fragments  of  signifiers)  together,  in  a  kind of  semiotic collision.  A 

truncated wooden chair or  staircase  newel used in a Nevelson work can also be considered a 

potential element of collage in the same sense: it had some original, culturally determined context. 

Unaltered, natural wood, such as one might find on a forest floor, arguably has no such context; 

therefore,  the  characteristic  contextual  disruptions  associated  with  the  collage  idea,  as  it 

originated with Braque and Picasso, cannot really take place. (Driftwood is of course sometimes 

ambiguous: while a piece of driftwood may once have been a piece of worked wood - for example,  

part of a ship - it may be so weathered by salt and sea that its past functional identity is nearly or  

completely obscured.)
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Decoupage

Henri Matisse, Blue Nude II, 1952, gouache decoupee, Pompidou Centre, Paris

Main article: Decoupage

Decoupage is a type of collage usually defined as a craft. It is the process of placing a picture onto 

an object for decoration. Decoupage can involve adding multiple copies of the same image, cut 

and layered to add apparent depth. The picture is often coated with varnish or some other sealant 

for protection.

In the early part of the 20th century, decoupage, like many other art methods, began 

experimenting with a less realistic and more abstract style. 20th century artists who produced 

decoupage works include Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse. Most famous are Matisse's Blue Nude 

II.

There are many varieties on the traditional technique involving purpose made 'glue' requiring 

fewer layers (often 5 or 20, depending on the amount of paper involved). Cutouts are also applied 

under glass or raised to give a three dimensional appearance according to the desire of the 

decouper. Currently decoupage is a popular handicraft.

The craft became known as découpage in France (from the verb decouper, 'to cut out') as it 

attained great popularity during the 17th and 18th centuries. Many advanced techniques were 

developed during this time, and items could take up to a year to complete due to the many coats 

and sandings applied. Some famous or aristocratic practitioners included Marie Antoinette, 

Madame de Pompadour, and Beau Brummell. In fact the majority of decoupage enthusiasts 

attribute the beginning of decoupage to 17th century Venice. However it was known before this 

time in Asia.

The most likely origin of decoupage is thought to be East Siberian tomb art. Nomadic tribes would 

use cut out felts to decorate the tombs of their deceased. From Siberia, the practice came to 
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China, and by the 12th century, cut out paper was being used to decorate lanterns, windows, 

boxes and other objects. In the 17th century, Italy, especially in Venice, was at the forefront of 

trade with the Far East and it is generally thought that it is through these trade links that the cut 

out paper decorations made their way into Europe.

Photomontage

Romare Bearden, The Calabash, collage, 1970, Library of Congress

Collage made from photographs, or parts of photographs, is called photomontage. Photomontage 

is the process (and result) of making a composite photograph by cutting and joining a number of 

other photographs. The composite picture was sometimes photographed so that the final image is 

converted back into a seamless photographic print. The same method is accomplished today using 

image-editing software. The technique is referred to by professionals as compositing.

Richard  Hamilton,  John McHale,  Just  What  Is  It  That  Makes  Today’s  Homes So Different,  So  

Appealing? 1956, collage, (one of the earliest works to be considered Pop Art)

Just what is it that makes today's homes so different, so appealing? was created in 1956 for the 
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catalogue of the  This Is Tomorrow exhibition in  London,  England in which it was reproduced in 

black and white. In addition, the piece was used in posters for the exhibit.[8] Richard Hamilton has 

subsequently created several works in which he reworked the subject and composition of the pop 

art collage, including a 1992 version featuring a female bodybuilder. Many artists have created 

derivative works of Hamilton's collage. P. C. Helm made a year 2000 interpretation.[9]

Other  methods  for  combining  pictures  are  also  called  photomontage,  such  as  Victorian 

"combination printing", the printing from more than one negative on a single piece of printing 

paper (e.g. O. G. Rejlander, 1857), front-projection and computer montage techniques. Much as a 

collage  is  composed  of  multiple  facets,  artists  also  combine  montage  techniques.  Romare 

Bearden’s (1912-1988) series of black and white "photomontage projections" is an example. His 

method began with compositions of paper, paint, and photographs put on boards 8 1/2x11 inches.  

Bearden fixed the imagery with an emulsion that he then applied with handroller. Subsequently, he 

enlarged the collages photographically.

The  19th  century  tradition  of  physically  joining  multiple  images  into  a  composite  and 

photographing  the  results  prevailed  in  press  photography  and  offset  lithography until  the 

widespread use of  digital  image editing.  Contemporary photo editors in magazines now create 

"paste-ups" digitally.

Creating a photomontage has, for  the most part,  become easier with the advent of computer 

software  such  as  Adobe  Photoshop,  Pixel  image  editor,  and  GIMP.  These  programs  make  the 

changes  digitally,  allowing  for  faster  workflow  and  more  precise  results.  They  also  mitigate  

mistakes by allowing the artist to "undo" errors. Yet some artists are pushing the boundaries of  

digital image editing to create extremely time-intensive compositions that rival the demands of the 

traditional arts. The current trend is to create pictures that combine painting, theatre, illustration  

and graphics in a seamless photographic whole.

Digital collage

Digital collage is the technique of using computer tools in collage creation to encourage chance 

associations of disparate visual elements and the subsequent transformation of the visual results 

through the use of electronic media. It is commonly used in the creation of digital art.
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Pablo Picasso, 

Compotier avec fruits,  

violon et verre, 1912

Georges Braque, 

Fruitdish and Glass, 

papier colle and charcoal 

on paper, 1912

Juan Gris, The Sunblind, 

1914, Tate Gallery

Henri Matisse, 

Beasts of the Sea, 

1950, paper collage 

on canvas, collection 

of the National 

Gallery of Art, 

Washington, DC.

Henri Matisse, The 

Sorrows of the King, 

1952, Gouache on paper 

and canvas, Pompidou 

Centre, Paris

Henri Matisse, La 

Negresse, 1952/1953, 

Lithograph after a 

gouache decoupee, 

Pompidou Centre, Paris

Henri Matisse, The 

Snail, 1953, Gouache on 

paper, cut and pasted, on 

white paper, collection 

Tate Gallery

Cecil Touchon, 

Fusion Series  

#2174, Collage on 

Paper, fragments 

from found billboard 

material c.2006
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Collage in other contexts

Collage in architecture

Though  Le Corbusier and other architects used techniques that are akin to collage, collage as a 

theoretical concept only became widely discussed after the publication of  Collage City (1987) by 

Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter.

Rowe and Koetter were not, however, championing collage in the pictorial sense, much less seeking 

the types of disruptions of meaning that occur with collage. Instead, they were looking to challenge 

the uniformity of  Modernism and saw collage with its  non-linear notion of history as a means to 

reinvigorate design practice. Not only does historical urban fabric have its place, but in studying it,  

designers were, so it was hoped, able to get a sense of how better to operate. Rowe was a member 

of the so-called  Texas Rangers, a group of  architects who taught at the  University of Texas for a 

while.  Another  member of that  group was  Bernhard Hoesli,  a  Swiss architect  who went  on to 

become  an  important  educator  at  the  ETH-Zurirch.  Whereas  for  Rowe,  collage  was  more  a 

metaphor than an actual practice, Hoesli actively made collages as part of his design process. He 

was close to Robert Slutzky, a New York based artist, and frequently introduced the question of 

collage and disruption in his studio work.
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Collage in music

Peter Blake, On the Balcony, 1955 - 1957, collage, mixed-media, Tate Gallery

The concept of collage has crossed the boundaries of visual arts. In music, with the advances on 

recording technology, avant-garde artists started experimenting with cutting and pasting since the 

middle of the twentieth century.

In the 1960s, George Martin created collages of recordings while producing the records of The 

Beatles. In 1967 Pop artist Peter Blake made the collage for the cover of the Beatles seminal album 

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. In the 1970s and '80s, the likes of Christian Marclay and 

the group Negativland reappropriated old audio in new ways. By the 1990s and 2000s, with the 

popularity of the sampler, it became apparent that "musical collages" had become the norm for 

popular music, especially in rap, hip hop (rap-pop), and electronic music. In 1996, DJ Shadow 

released the groundbreaking album, Endtroducing....., made entirely of preexisting recorded 

material mixed together in audible collage. In 2000, The Avalanches released Since I Left You, a 

musical collage consisting of approximately 3,500 musical sources (i.e., samples). 

Literary collage

Collage  novels are  books  with  images  selected  from other  publications  and  collaged  together 

following a theme or narrative.

The bible of discordianism, the Principia Discordia, is described by its author as a literary collage. 

A collage in literary terms may also refer to a layering of ideas or images.

Legal issues

When collage uses existing works, the result is what some copyright scholars call a derivative work. 

The  collage  thus  has  a  copyright  separate  from  any  copyrights  pertaining  to  the  original 

incorporated works.
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Due to redefined and reinterpreted copyright laws, and increased financial interests, some forms of 

collage art are significantly restricted. For example, in the area of sound collage (such as hip hop 

music),  some court  rulings effectively have eliminated the  de minimis doctrine as a defense to 

copyright infringement, thus shifting collage practice away from non-permissive uses relying on 

fair use or de minimis protections, and toward licensing. Examples of musical collage art that have 

run afoul of modern copyright are The Grey Album and Negativland's U2.

The copyright status of visual works is less troubled, although still ambiguous. For instance, some 

visual  collage  artists  have  argued that  the  first-sale  doctrine protects  their  work.  The  first-sale 

doctrine prevents copyright holders from controlling consumptive uses after the "first sale" of their 

work, although the  Ninth Circuit has held that the first-sale doctrine does not apply to  derivative 

works. The de minimis doctrine and the fair use exception also provide important defenses against 

claimed copyright infringement. The  Second Circuit in October, 2006, held that artist  Jeff Koons 

was not liable for copyright infringement because his incorporation of a photograph into a collage 

painting was fair use. 

Task 2. Write out of the text all the underlined words and word expressions, translate them and 

write 10 sentences with them.

Task 3. Make a collage of your own and bring it to the lesson.
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Text 12.

Origami

The traditional origami crane and papers of the same size used to fold it

  Origami cranes

Task 1. Read the text carefully and render it (see the plan page 14).

Origami (from oru meaning "folding", and kami meaning "paper") is the traditional Japanese art of 

paper folding. The goal of this art is to create a representation of an object using geometric folds 

and crease patterns preferably without gluing or cutting the paper, and using only one piece of 

paper.

Origami only uses a small number of different folds, but they can be combined in a variety of ways 

to make intricate designs. The most well known form is probably the Japanese paper crane. In 

general, these designs begin with a square sheet of paper whose sides may be different colors or 

prints. Contrary to most popular belief, traditional Japanese origami, which has been practiced since 

the Edo era (1603–1867), has often been less strict about these conventions, sometimes cutting the 

paper during the creation of the design.
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 4     Mathematics of origami   

 5     Technical origami   

 6     Origami Tessellations   

 7     Space flight   

 8     Gallery   

History

Two kinds of modular origami.

There is much speculation as to the origin of origami. Origami had already become a significant 

aspect of Japanese ceremony by the Heian period of Japanese history. Samurai warriors would 

exchange gifts adorned with noshi, a sort of good luck token made of folded strips of paper. 

Origami butterflies were used during the celebration of Shinto weddings to represent the bride 

and groom.

 Paper and other materials
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Some fold miniature origami models as a challenge

A paper art star on a window, an example of a form of origami known as modular origami, in which 

the model is constructed from multiple pieces of paper.

Although almost any laminar material can be used for folding, the choice Normal copy paper with 

weights of 70–90 g/m² (19-24lb) can be used for simple folds, such as the crane and waterbomb. 

Heavier  weight  papers of  100 g/m² (approx.  25lb)  or  more can be  wet-folded.  This  technique 

allows for a more rounded sculpting of the model, which becomes rigid and sturdy when it is dry.

Special origami paper, often also referred to as "kami" (Japanese for paper, among other things), is 

sold in prepackaged squares of various sizes ranging from 2.5 cm to 25 cm or more. It is commonly 

colored on one side and white on the other; however, dual coloured and patterned versions exist  

and can be used effectively for color-changed models. Origami paper weighs slightly less than copy 

paper, making it suitable for a wider range of models.

Foil-backed paper, just as its name implies, is a sheet of thin foil glued to a sheet of thin paper.  

Related to this  is  tissue foil,  which is  made by gluing a thin  piece of  tissue paper  to kitchen  

aluminum  foil.  A  second  piece  of  tissue  can  be  glued  onto  the  reverse  side  to  produce  a 

tissue/foil/tissue sandwich. Foil-backed paper is available commercially, but not tissue foil; it must  

be handmade. Both types of foil materials are suitable for complex models.

Washi is the predominant origami paper used in Japan. Washi is generally tougher than ordinary 

paper made from wood pulp, and is used in many traditional arts. Washi is commonly made using 

fibers from the bark of  the gampi  tree,  the mitsumata shrub (Edgeworthia papyrifera),  or  the 

paper mulberry but also can be made using bamboo, hemp, rice, and wheat.

Artisan papers such as unryu, lokta, hanji, gampi, kozo, saa, and abaca have long fibres and are  

often extremely strong. As these papers are floppy to start with, they are often  backcoated or 

resized with methylcellulose or wheat paste before folding. Also, these papers are extremely thin 

and compressible, allowing for thin, narrowed limbs as in the case of insect models.

Paper money from various countries are also popular to create origami with, while some may call it  

"Moneygami," it is more accurately known as "Orikane." It is common to create the figure depicted 

on the note itself.

Thin tissue paper is used in hotel toilet-paper folding to indicate to guests that the bathroom has 

been recently cleaned.
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Only paper is necessary to fold origami; however, some enthusiasts prefer to use a folding bone to 

sharpen creases while folding. Other folders grow certain nails long to aid with creasing instead of  

a folding bone.

 Action Origami

Origami doesn't just cover still-lifes, it also covers moving objects; Origami can move in clever 

ways. Action origami includes origami that flies, requires inflation to complete, or, when complete, 

uses the kinetic energy of a person's hands, applied at a certain region on the model, to move 

another flap or limb. Some argue that strictly speaking, only the latter is really "recognized" as 

action origami. Action origami, first appearing with the traditional Japanese flapping bird, is quite 

common. One example is Robert Lang's instrumentalists; when the figures' heads are pulled away 

from their bodies, their hands will move, resembling the playing of music.

Mathematics of origami

Spring Into Action, designed by Jeff Beynon, made from a single rectangular piece of paper. 

The practice  and study  of  origami  encapsulates  several  subjects  of  mathematical interest.  For 

instance,  the  problem  of  flat-foldability (whether  a  crease  pattern  can  be  folded  into  a  2-

dimensional model) has been a topic of considerable mathematical study.

There are four mathematical rules for origami crease patterns:[2]

1. crease patterns are two colorable 

2. at  any vertex  the  number  of  valley and  mountain  folds  always  differ  by two  in  either 

direction 

3. at any vertex, the sum of all the odd angles adds up to 180 degrees, as do the even. 

4. a sheet can never penetrate a fold 

Significantly,  paper exhibits zero  Gaussian curvature at  all  points on its surface, and only folds 

naturally along lines of zero curvature. But the curvature along the surface of a non-folded crease  

in the paper, as is easily done with wet paper or a fingernail, is no longer subject to this constraint.
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The problem of rigid origami ("if we replaced the paper with sheet metal and had hinges in place 

of the crease lines, could we still fold the model?") has great practical importance. For example, 

the Miura map fold is a rigid fold that has been used to deploy large solar panel arrays for space 

satellites.

Technical origami

Technical origami, also known as  origami sekkei, is a field of origami that has developed almost 

hand-in-hand with the field of mathematical origami. In the early days of origami, development of  

new designs was largely a mix of trial-and-error, luck and serendipity. With advances in origami 

mathematics however, the basic structure of a new origami model can be theoretically plotted out 

on paper before any actual folding even occurs. This method of origami design was developed by 

Robert Lang, Meguro Toshiyuki and others, and allows for the creation of extremely complex multi-

limbed models such as many-legged centipedes, human figures with a full complement of fingers 

and toes, and the like.

The main starting point for such technical designs is the crease pattern (often abbreviated as 'CP'), 

which is  essentially  the layout  of  the creases  required to form the final  model.  Although not  

intended as a substitute for diagrams, folding from crease patterns is starting to gain in popularity, 

partly because of the challenge of being able to 'crack' the pattern, and also partly because the  

crease pattern is often the only resource available to fold a given model,  should the designer  

choose not to produce diagrams. Still, there are many cases in which designers wish to sequence  

the steps of their models but lack the means to design clear diagrams. Such origamists occasionally  

resort to the  Sequenced Crease Pattern (abbreviated as SCP) which is a set of crease patterns 

showing the creases up to each respective fold. The SCP eliminates the need for diagramming 

programs or artistic ability while maintaining the step-by-step process for other folders to see.  

Another name for the Sequenced Crease Pattern is the Progressive Crease Pattern (PCP).

Paradoxically enough, when origami designers come up with a crease pattern for a new design, the 

majority of the smaller creases are relatively unimportant and added only towards the completion 

of the crease pattern. What is more important is the allocation of regions of the paper and how 

these are mapped to the structure of the object being designed. For a specific class of origami  

bases known as 'uniaxial bases',  the pattern of allocations is referred to as the 'circle-packing'.  

Using optimization algorithms, a circle-packing figure can be computed for any uniaxial base of 

arbitrary complexity. Once this figure is computed, the creases which are then used to obtain the  
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base structure can be added. This is not a unique mathematical process, hence it is possible for  

two designs to have the same circle-packing, and yet different crease pattern structures.

As a circle encloses the minimum amount of area for a given perimeter, circle packing allows for 

maximum efficiency in terms of paper usage. However, other polygonal shapes can be used to 

solve  the  packing  problem  as  well.  The  use  of  polygonal  shapes  other  than  circles  is  often  

motivated by the desire to find easily locatable creases (such as multiples of 22.5 degrees) and  

hence an easier folding sequence as well. One popular offshoot of the circle packing method is  

box-pleating, where squares are used instead of circles. As a result, the crease pattern that arises 

from this method contains only 45 and 90 degree angles, which makes for easier folding.

 Origami Tessellations

This branch of origami is one that has grown in popularity recently, but has an extensive history. 

Tessellations refer to the tiling of the plane where a collection of 2 dimensional figures fill a plane 

with no gaps or overlaps. Origami tessellations are tessellations made from a flat material, most 

often paper, but it can be from anything that holds a crease. The history of costuming includes 

tessellations done in fabric that are recorded as far back as the Egyptian Tombs.

Fujimoto was an early Japanese origami master who published books that included origami 

tessellations and in the 1960s there was a great exploration of tessellations by Ron Resch. Chris 

Palmer is an artist who has extensively explored tessellations and has found ways to create 

detailed origami tessellations out of silk. Robert Lang and Alex Bateman are two designers who use 

computer programs to design origami tessellations. The first American book on origami 

tessellations was just published by Eric Gjerde and the field has been expanding rapidly. There are 

numerous origami tessellation artists including Chris Palmer (U.S.), Eric Gjerde (U.S.), Polly Verity 

(Scotland), Joel Cooper (U.S.), Christine Edison (U.S.), Ray Schamp (U.S.), Roberto Gretter (Italy), 

Goran Konjevod (U.S.),and Christiane Bettens (Switzerland) that are showing works that are both 

geometric and representational.

      Space flight

There may soon be an origami airplane launched from space. A prototype passed a durability test in 

a wind tunnel on March 2008, and Japan's space agency adopted it for feasibility studies.
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Modular origami designs on display at Moscow's New Tretyakov Gallery

Text 13

Egg decorating

Task 1. Read the text and render it.

Ukrainian Easter eggs

This article is about egg decorating in general. For the Easter tradition of egg decorating, see  

Easter egg.

Egg decorating is the art or craft of decorating eggs. It is quite a popular art/craft form because of 

the attractive, smooth, oval shape of the egg. Any bird egg can be facilitated in this process, but 

most often the larger and stronger the eggshell is, the more favoured it will be by decorators.

Goose, duck and hens' eggs are usually "blown" - a hole is made in either end and the contents are 

blown out. The egg is then either carved, dyed, painted, appliqued or otherwise decorated (using a  
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number  of  different  techniques).  Egg  decoration  is  particularly  popular  in  Eastern  European 

countries.

Some eggs, like emu eggs, are so large and strong that the shells may be carved without breaking. 

Decorations on emu eggs take advantage of the contrast in colours between the dark green mottled 

outside of the shell and the shell-underlay.

The renowned Russian artist and jeweller Peter Carl Faberge made exquisitely decorated precious 

metal and gemstone eggs for the Russian Court. These Faberge eggs resembled standard decorated 

eggs, but they were made from gold and precious stones.

 Task 2. Answer the question: From what tradition did the 

Christian practice of decorating eggs appear?

Punic decorated egg from Iron Age II

The  Persian culture also has a tradition of egg decorating, which takes place during the spring 

equinox. This time marks the Persian New Year, and is referred to as  Norouz. Family members 

decorate eggs together and place them in a bowl. It is said that it is from this cultural tradition that  

the Christian practice originates.

Many modern egg artists decorate their "art eggs" by etching or carving, while others paint or 

cover their eggs with different materials, from paper and fabric to polymer clay. Using eggs as a 

canvas has become so popular that special terms have developed with the art form. An "eggery" is  

typically a place where you can purchase supplies for egg art and the process of using a natural egg  

shell to create an art piece if often called "egging".

Egg artists also have their own guild, The International Egg Art Guild which promotes the craft of  

egg artistry.
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In the USA there are shows in many states where artists show their eggs and vendors of "egging" 

supplies can be found. Each year, the  White House chooses a decorated egg from each State to 

display at Easter time.

Task 3. What tradition of egg decorating do you like best? Explain your point of view.

Task 4. Answer the questions: Do you decorate eggs for Easter? Who helps you?

Task 5. Write an essay on the text.

Task 4. Take an egg (it can be wooden or made of modeling clue) and decorate it in your own 

stile. Bring it to the class and take part in “The Egg Festival”.

Task 5. Read about a traditional game with eggs and try to play it at home.

Cascarones

Cascarones or confetti eggs are festive, hollow chicken egg shells, filled with confetti, meant to be 

broken over someone's head(usually broken in the hand right before on broken on somebody's 

head because of the pain it could cause), usually as a surprise from behind scattering confetti all  

over the person. This tradition is most often carried out among friends and family. Cascarones 

derived from  Mexico and have recently regained popularity in the  southwestern United States. 

They are used for many different occasions but, especially  Easter. Having one broken over your 

head is said to bring good luck.

In the movie West of the Pecos (1945) the eggs are used to throw at the one you love and this  

person must dance the next dance with you.

Task 6. Word spot. Find in the dictionary as many relative words as possible and add them to the 

schemes. What parts of speech are they? With the help of which suffixes are they formed? 

   Special, construction, profession, popular, differ, decorate, tradition, culture.
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Approximate Plan for Rendering 

1.The article (text) under the headline…deals with...

-The article  (text)is headlined.. .

2. It is taken from…

3.The\this article (text) is devoted to the problem of...

  4.                               touches upon the problem of...

     The article (text)     deals with... '

                           informs the readers of... 

  5.The opening lines of the article (text) are about...

6.The article (text) opens with the question:' ?' 

7.At the beginning of the article (text) the author speaks about…

8.Then the author (the article, the text) goes on to say that.. .(clause).

9.After that the author passes over to...

10.He (she) stresses that… (underlines that...)

  11.The idea is proved by the following arguments... 

  12. The disputable point (s) is (arе)…

  13.I can hardly agree here 

  14.To illustrate this idea (the idea of…) the author gives the following data...

  15.At the conclusion the author enumerates...

  16.The problem is acute (burning, important) because...

17.I share (don't share) the ideas of the author as\because .... 

18.The thing is that...

19.The first paragraph (passage) deals with...

20.The second one is devoted to... _

21.The third paragraph (passage) touches upon...

22.I quote:'...'. End of quotation.
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